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It warms my heart to read of Dr Tan

Poh Kiang’s experience in providing

home care to a homebound elderly

patient. I must applaud Dr Tan for

attempting to single-handedly provide

home health care to “Madam Lee”.

Dr Tan’s article could not have come

at a more opportune time as now when

there is so much attention on community-

based home health care, Casemix, and

the rising cost of healthcare with an

increasing ageing population.

I can readily identify with the sense

of overwhelming responsibility that

Dr Tan must have felt in being the sole

care-provider for the health needs of

“Madam Lee”. When the Tsao Foundation

first began our home medical care service

for homebound elderly in 1993, home

medical care was largely an untrodden

field of practice. We didn’t know what to

expect as our team of doctor, nurse and

social worker went from home to home
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trying to provide a reasonable standard

of health care to the single, elderly patients

living in the Chinatown area. Though we

had a geriatrician to guide us in the then

new area of geriatric medicine, we still had

to re-condition our thinking and learn to

adapt what we were taught in the hospital

setting to suit the home care setting.

Today, eight years on, we have gained

considerable experience to understand

and better appreciate the special needs

of doctors and nurses who provide home

care. Together with other doctors of non-

profit home medical care organisations,

we are working out a special curriculum

with the College on the additional training

and skills that a GP will require in order to

comfortably provide home medical service

to our elderly homebound patients.

As Singapore ages, the family

physicians of tomorrow will need to be

better schooled in geriatric medicine and

be prepared to provide home care.

I am also happy to share that family

physicians who provide home care need

not despair if they need to link their

patients with other community support

services like rehabilitation, meals-

on-wheels, transport and escort to

hospital specialist appointments, etc. The

Community Care Management Services

(CCMS) provide the expertise to assess

patients and to link them with the relevant

support services. There are currently three

CCMS providers in Singapore and we are

exploring how we can work together with

family physicians so that patients can

continue to be seen by their GPs and tap

on the community support services in

an integrated and seamless fashion.  ■

Dr Mary Ann Tsao
President & CEO
Tsao Foundation Ltd
(For more information on the Tsao
Foundation, please visit its website at
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takes far less time to admit a patient,

than answer some frivolous complaint.

Medical staff on the frontline are under

tremendous pressure to make all kinds

of social, i.e. admission, concessions.

To keep myself sane, I made them too.

Alas, I have come to realise, it’s a battle

not worth fighting. Our white flag was

raised the moment patients could send

feedback letters directly to the CEO.

The warning sign pinned on the wall

was meant to deter abusers, but seemed

more a reminder of our own impotence,

like crucifixes worn by the faithless,

sneered at by laughing Draculas, with

complaint letters fangs.

So, when wrong-tattoo man

threatened me, I was calm and unafraid,

not because I was calm and unafraid.

I was simply too tired, and resigned.

A husband who had battered his wife so

badly her face was purple with bruises.

There he stood, defiant, in a hospital

demanding to be there when I examined

her. What has the world come to?

It seemed a natural culmination

of all the unreasonable patients and

relatives I had to handle in the last few

months. A reflection of all that’s gone

wrong with my professional life.

I was cool. I kept quiet. I feared if

I spoke and let my rage out. I would

punch him beyond what the Plastics

team could salvage.

THE DIFFERENCE

Another Monday night in the Emergency

Department. It’s close to midnight.

A nurse comes in from the waiting

area saying, “They are pushing right up

against the sliding doors now, where

do these people come from?” It’s a

rhetorical question and I laugh. They are

here. We just have to deal with them.

In one cubicle, a well-dressed lady

is insisting that her maid be admitted

for suspected Dengue. My friend says

that admission is not necessary as the

platelets counts are not too low. She

looks unhappy. The next day she sends

in a complaint letter. She will not get

my friend’s own complaint about her of

course, that she’s an awful person, that if

her husband or child was the one with

Dengue, she would not be insisting on

admission. But that’s the world we live in.

The VHF standby alert sounds.

A fall from height, ETA ten minutes.

The nurses call. I am Doctor Number

One for resuscitation. A rush of relief

jolts me. My friend takes over the case:

a skinny NSF with his mother. I have

been saved from a lose-lose situation,

and just in time. He reminds me that

I owe him a drink.

The resuscitation room is almost

full, but one bay is quickly cleared.

The nurses check the drips and needles.

I check the laryngoscope; it clicks open

with reassuring ease. The air is almost

festive. We are glad we are here and

not outside.

In here, we make a difference.

For all staff of the Emergency

Department, Tan Tock Seng Hospital,

who make a difference despite all

the odds.  ■
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